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Kia ora koutou. Policy Hive is PPC's bi-weekly Monday newsletter
that details our goings-on, as well as topical news briefs of New
Zealand and global policy, sent straight to your in box!
In the first few months of 2020 alone, our world has experienced
radical and surrealist shifts, with public policy playing an essential
role. The bushfires in Australia highlighted the inseparability of
environmental issues and human livelihoods as influenced by
political infrastructure. Geopolitical tensions in the Middle East
raised serious questions around the nature of state sovereignty
and imperialism today. COVID-19 has completely ruptured our
systems of 'normalcy', sending economies into virtual lockdown
and reducing civil liberties in the name of collective health. The
pandemic has similarly drawn attention to how precarity is
politically constructed, informing disparities in our health outcomes
and relationship to the lockdown. For sure, it has been an
overwhelming past few months for policy developments and the
lives they directly impact.
Similarly, these policy shifts have brought to light the immense
value of solidarity, reciprocity, and hope in the possibilities for
change. PPC looks forward to mapping these developments,
connecting people to the decisions that impact us all, as the need
for critical information proves vital. Stay safe, stay well, he waka
eke noa.

...

In this issue:
PPC's policy brief competition is coming up, and we've got a lot
of content planned for you this year.
A range of local, national, and international news stories
summarised for you by our team:
• International Students welcomed back
• The reserve bank has removed home deposit requirements
• There could be a 'travel bubble' between Australia and NZ
• Brexit in a COVID world could look a little different
• Changes to confinement policies for some US prisoners
• How you can be involved with helping out at this year's
election
Checkout PPC's blog where we'll be publishing articles all year.
On Friday we put out Calli a Drinkwaters great piece about the
new Mental Health commission:

https://publicpolicyclub.com/2020/05/08/blog-the-new-health
-and-wellness-commission/
Also read Paul Simperingham's piece about the economic
impact and response to COVID-19:

https://publicpolicyclub.com/2020/04/18/blog-the-covid-19-e
conomy-the-crisis-and-the-governments-response/

